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Reconstructing a Medieval Charter Boundary: Sturton Grange,

Northumberland

Leslie W. Hepple

SUMMARY Newminster,1 and the small Cheviot township
of Trowhope, granted to Melrose Abbey.2

The Cartulary of the Cistercian monastery of The case of a larger, lowland township is
Newminster contains a detailed boundary char- even more exceptional. That is the focus here:
ter for the Northumberland township of Sturton Sturton Grange, situated to the west of Wark-
Grange, near Warkworth. This is one of very few worth and north of the river Coquet. A twelfth-
medieval boundary charters for a complete town- century grant gave this estate to the monks of
ship in Northumberland. The paper sets the Newminster. The boundaries are described,
charter in its historical context, and then and later charters and other medieval docu-
attempts a detailed reconstruction of the bound- ments describe them further and modify them.
ary perambulation. It is shown that much of the It is surprising that the boundary charter has
boundary can still be located, and some sections not attracted more attention from historians,
seen in the landscape. A field name surviving for there has been little attempt to trace out the
virtually unchanged since the twelfth century is boundary details on the ground. That is the
identified, as is a tongue of land called a ‘lynga’ aim of the present paper.
in the charter, together with the rediscovery of a The paper argues that the medieval charter
spring named in a thirteenth century charter. boundaries largely correspond to the township
The changing medieval landscape, with pressures division of Sturton Grange, which survived
on the remaining woodland and open pasture, into the nineteenth century, together with the
can also be traced through subsequent medieval adjacent township of Walkmill, which was a
charters and agreements. post-medieval excision from Sturton Grange.

Moreover, tracing the boundaries allows us to
recover something of the ‘lost landscape’ of

Northumberland has none of the very medieval Sturton in terms of the pattern of
detailed Anglo-Saxon boundary char- field, forest, moor and land exploitation. Sub-
ters that exist for parts of midland and sequent medieval documents also enable us to

southern England, and even into the medieval trace some early modifications of the original
period there is little detailed topographical boundary. Part of the fascination of the recon-
evidence about boundaries of settlements and struction is that very few of the place-names in
estates. The most promising source lies in the the boundary charter can immediately be iden-
cartularies of the medieval religious houses and tified today. Out of seventeen names in the
monasteries, with their copies of grants of lands original charter only four survive on the present
given to them. Even here, most grants are either map: Sturton itself, Brotherwick, Shilbottle
small-scale parcels of lands or substantial and the river Coquet. In contrast to some other
upland areas described in very general terms. local examples, such as the Gilden burn below
The main exceptions with more detail are Warkworth (mentioned in a twelfth-century
themselves upland areas, notably the grant of grant to Newminster), none of the local stream

names has survived. The Sturton charter listsKidland in Upper Coquetdale to the monks of
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Fig. 1 The pre-1859 township and parish boundaries of Warkworth and Shilbottle.
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Alriburne, Milneburne, Colepetheburne and Details for any one township are limited and
Harethorneburn, all of which have changed fragmentary, but there is no reason to question
their names today. the locality’s conformity to broader patterns.8

For Sturton itself we have no direct informa-
tion, but later evidence (and the modern farms

THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT names of Eastfield and South Side) suggests the
same pattern of organisation, with similar

The township of Sturton lies on the north side structures in neighbouring Low Buston, Wark-
of the river Coquet, west of Warkworth. From worth, Guyzance (a Norman name, added to
the earliest medieval records it was part of the old Brainshaugh) and Shilbottle.
Warkworth parish and was undoubtedly part The twelfth century was the great era of
of a larger pre-Conquest land unit of ‘Wark- monastic development. In 1098 the monastery
worth-shire’ (fig. 1).3 Ceolwulf ’s grant to St. of Cı̂teaux, fourteen miles south of Dijon, was
Cuthbert c.737 defined an estate that stretched established and thus began the Cistercian
from the river Lyne in the south to mid-way Order, a monastic order which sought out
between the Coquet and Aln in the north and remote sites for its monasteries. The monks
to Brinkburn in the west, and another grant became known as ‘the White Monks’ from
referred to ‘Werceworde cum suis appendiciis’.4 their clothing.9 In 1128 the first Cistercian
By the Conquest period the estate had been monastery was established in the British Isles
reduced, possibly to that of the medieval parish. and the Order spread rapidly, aided by substan-
During the early twelfth century Henry I estab- tial grants of land from leading nobles. Walter
lished firm Norman control of Northumber- Espec, who came from Bedfordshire and also
land through the creation of a number of held a barony in Yorkshire centred on Helmsley
baronies spread across the landscape,5 and this and Kirkham, was a major donor. He was a
settlement either instituted or confirmed a founder of the Augustinian abbey at Kirkham
division of the remaining Warkworth-shire in 1122, and the Cistercian Abbey at Rievaulxamongst several baronies. Warkworth, with near Helmsley in 1132, as well as Wardon inAcklington, Birling and High Buston town- Bedfordshire in 1136.10ships became a small barony. Sturton and Low

Walter Espec was eventually succeeded in hisBuston became two outlying and detached
Wark barony by his great-nephew Everard demembers of the barony of Wark, on the Tweed,
Ros. Given his family background, it is nogranted to Walter Espec (died 1153).
surprise that Everard granted lands to theBy the twelfth century, the Anglian shire
Northumbrian Cistercian monastery of New-structure, with its multiple estates linked to
minster. Newminster had been established as acentral hub, had been almost entirely replaced
daughter abbey of Fountains in Yorkshire. Itin functional, economic terms by agriculture
was founded in 1138 by Ranulf de Merlay,organised in local vills and townships.6 When
baron of Morpeth, and located close to histhis actually took place in eastern Northumber-
main castle there. The site lies about a mile outland is uncertain, possibly in the late Anglo-
of Morpeth, just south of the Mitford road,Saxon period (as in midland England) but
where a few remains can be seen.11 The monas-some writers have argued for a replanning in
tery gained substantial estates in Northumber-the decades after the Conquest.7 Whatever the
land, including lands in upper Coquetdaleactual timing and linkage between political and
extending up to the Scottish border in Kidland,economic change, by c.1150 the landscape of
but by comparison with other Cistercian mon-Warkworth-shire was one of mainly nucleated
asteries it was never rich.settlement in the different townships, with

Newminster was dissolved in 1537, as part ofcommunal working of open-fields together with
the general dissolution of monastic establish-significant blocks of common pasture, wood-

land and some enclosed fields in severalty. ments, and the lands passed into various hands.
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Fig. 2 The reconstructed boundary of the Sturton Grange charter.
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Fig. 3 The reconstructed boundary superimposed on the modern OS map. Based on Ordnance Survey, with
permission.
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The only documentary survival was the monas- run up against neighbouring fields, where clear
and continuous demarcation divisions weretery’s cartulary – the copied set of the grants

establishing the monastery and its subsequent necessary, as well as over pasture lands and
through common woods where lines might beacquisitions and transactions. These were

edited and published in 1876.12 Amongst these less continuous on the ground, but where
definition was still important and sometimesis the grant by Everard de Ros of Sturton

Grange to Newminster. This dates from disputed.
c. 1170, and was confirmed by his son Robert
de Ros, and the names of both Everard and
Robert were included in the list of obiits or EARLIER STUDIES AND AVAILABLE
remembered donors of Newminster.13 SOURCES

The Cistercian monasteries and their granges
(or outlying farms and estates) have been Although some extracts from the Newminster
extensively studied, and the Cistercian econom- charters have been published earlier in collec-
ies have received attention in recent years.14 tions of monastic documents, the Sturton
Newminster has been excavated,15 but there is Grange charters only became properly avail-
little material about the working of the monas- able for study after Fowler’s edition in 1876.
tery or its granges. Apart from the charters John Crawford Hodgson, who was to become
with boundary details discussed below, there one of Northumberland’s leading local histor-
are few documents in the cartulary about the ians and genealogists, was then resident at Low
life of Sturton Grange. In addition to working Buston Hall, where he spent the years from
the land itself (which was clearly part arable, 1875 to 1891 living with his great-aunts.19 Low
part pasture and part woodland) the Grange Buston abuts Sturton Grange and Hodgson’s
had the corn-mill on the Allerburn and later first paper was on its history.20 In this article,
the fulling mill on the Coquet. A grant from and others on neighbouring townships,21
Nicholas de Acton gave the monks permission Hodgson discussed the boundary charter and
to take sea-coal from his wood of Midilwode in made key identifications, but never attempted
Acton ‘to the forge of the Grange at Sturton’,16 to set out the full map. His emphasis on
and another from John Fitz Walden gave genealogy and manorial history reflected the
Newminster the right to take peatmoss from tastes of the times, but his work gives a strong
the south side of ‘Blakemere’, the Black Lough springboard to a landscape historian today.
above Corby’s Crags in Edlingham, with a Hodgson later edited (and substantially wrote)
right to carry the peat away through Glantlees, four volumes of the Northumberland County
the peat probably being taken to Sturton and History, including that on Warkworth, Shil-
used there (the grant is listed under Sturton bottle and Brainshaugh covering the area relev-
Grange).17 Staff from Sturton were also prob- ant to the present study. Since Hodgson’s time
ably responsible for the saltpans of the monas- no real attention has been focused on the
tery, located on the low ground by the Gilden Sturton Grange boundary charter, and the
Burn below Gloster Hill, just to the west of the present paper is an attempt to pick up his work
present road from Amble to Warkworth.18 and take it into the field.

One of the most interesting features of the The reconstruction depends centrally on
grant of Sturton to the Newminster Cistercians interpretation of the original charter and other
is that it was not the grant of a remote or documents in the Newminster Cartulary. This
largely uncultivated estate with the classic Cis- interpretation uses Fowler’s published tran-
tercian opportunities for colonisation and new scription of the Cartulary. The Cartulary itself
cultivation. It was a functioning lowland vill in was mainly composed of later copies of original
a well-cultivated part of Northumberland, sur- documents, with the errors in transcription that
rounded by other agricultural vills. The bound- result, and the question of the accuracy of some

of Fowler’s place-name transcriptions has beenary description can therefore be expected to
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sicut divisa Strectunae per transversum Here-raised by Philipson in his consideration of the
fordeles vadit usque ad Hereford, et inde perboundaries of Kidland: ‘The value of the text
Koket usque ad fossatum de Wyteley, et indeof these charters as topographical evidence
sicut divisa Strectuae vadit ad Merethorne, etmight be increased if Fowler’s readings of
inde usque Hundhakeston et de Milneden etplace-names were checked by an experienced
de Milneburn usque ad Colepetheburne, etpalaeographer’.22 The point is well taken, and inde usque ad Harethorneburne, et de Hare-

caution in place-name interpretation should thorneburne per semitam quae vadit north
always be the order of the day. In the case of [sic] usque ad viam quae ducit juxta truncum
Sturton Grange, many of the place-names only magnum ad Harethorneley, et inde usque ad
exist in the Cartulary and no later forms are alterum Harethorneley, et inde in transversum
available. However, no portion of the bound- per Lemetheley versus northest, usque ad

praedictum Alreburn, et totum Strectunelesary reconstruction made in the paper depends
ultra praedictas divisas usque ad campos deon critical place-name interpretation where
Sipplebottle in commune inter Strettune etdoubts might reasonably arise.
Sipplebotle.The reconstruction also draws on thirteenth-

century assize rolls and later evidence in medi-
Translated it runs:eval and post-medieval documents. At the end

of the day, however, historical boundary recon- . . . by these boundaries, viz. as Alriburne by
structions attempt to link the distant past with Strectuna runs to Kideford, and from Kide-
the detail of the current landscape and map. ford as the boundary of Strectuna and
Often the nineteenth-century Ordnance Survey Brotherwyk goes to Herefordeles, and thence
maps and Tithe maps are the first detailed as the boundary of Strectuna across Hereford-
mapping available to help in this enormous eles goes to Hereford, and thence by Koket to

the ditch of Wyteley, and thence as the bound-historical leap. In the case of Sturton Grange
ary of Strectuna goes to Merethorne, and thenone is in a more fortunate position. There are
to Hundhakeston, and from Milneden andno earlier maps of Sturton itself, but several
from Milneburn to Colepetheburne, andadjacent townships (and hence several import-
thence to Harethorneburne, and from Hare-ant boundary sections) do have earlier maps
thorneburne by a path which goes northwardsand detailed boundary descriptions. Most not- as far as the road that runs by the great tree-

able are the Elizabethan and Jacobean surveys trunk to Harethorneley, and thence to the
of the Percy estates: that of Clarkson in 1566/ other Harethorneley, and thence across by
67,23 Stockdale in 158624 and Mayson in Lemetheley towards the north-east to the
1612–1620.25 Mayson’s survey was comple- aforesaid Alreburn, and all Strectuneles
mented by the magnificent estate maps of beyond the aforesaid boundaries to the fields

of Sipplebottle in common between StrettuneRobert Norton c.1622, and the relevant por-
and Sipplebotle.tions of these have been reproduced in volume

5 of the Northumberland County History.26 In
The charter was confirmed by Everards’s sonthe eighteenth century Thomas Wilkins’ map
Robert in almost identical terms, with a substi-of the Percy estates of Brotherwick and Wark-
tution of ‘usque ad Milnedene, et inde usque adworth is another valuable source.27
Colepetheburn’ for ‘et de Milneden et de Milne-
burn ad Colepetheburne’.29

Later charters relate to particular boundaryTHE BOUNDARY CHARTER
sections, as the monks negotiated boundary
detail and exchanges with neighbouring estates.The grant by Everard de Ros28 specifies:
Such charters and agreements exist for. . . per has divisas, scilicet, sicut Alriburne
Brotherwick, ‘Herefordlees’ and the westernjuxta Strectunam currit ad Kideford, et de
and northern section against the lands ofKideford sicut divisa Strectunae et

Brotherwyk vadit ad Herefordesles, et exinde Shilbottle and related estates. The details will
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Fig. 4 The reconstructed boundary superimposed on the contours.
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be examined in the specific discussion of bound- south and eastwards towards the Coquet. In
the main the land is very gently shelving, withary sections, after the general outline of the

boundaries has been set out. some of the central area almost flat, but the
river Coquet is quite deeply incised, producingIt will be argued in the detail below that the

medieval charter boundaries correspond to the some dramatic banks and incised meanders;
several of the tributary streams also cut quitetownship of Sturton Grange with Walkmill.

This follows a general Northumberland pattern deeply through the landscape.
The charter boundary begins in the northin which the nineteenth-century township and

parish boundaries were often ancient survivals. east, with the section adjacent to Everard de
Ros’s other local estate of Low Buston, and, asDixon has claimed
is usual, describes the boundary in a clockwiseAbout seventy five per cent of the townships
direction. The ‘Alriburne’ or ‘Allerburn’ is nowidentifiable in thirteenth century north
the part of the Grange Burn forming theNorthumberland may be equated with the

civil parishes recorded and mapped by the boundary between Sturton Grange and Low
Ordnance Survey in the nineteenth century. Buston. A number of charters for Low Buston
There is at least a prima facie case for the in the Newminster Cartulary make this identi-
boundaries of these townships, as surveyed in fication clear. The boundary then runs to
the mid-nineteenth century, being much the ‘Kideforde’, a ford close to the present bridge
same as in the thirteenth century.30 at Houndean. Again there is good evidence for

this location. The boundary then runs south-Dixon contrasts this with Cumbria, and the
west and south, abutting Brotherwick town-Copeland district, where Winchester has shown
ship, running across ‘Herefordlees’ to the riverthat most boundaries do not predate a reor-
Coquet. It then proceeds up the river Coquet,ganisation in Charles II’s reign.31 He also notes
including the land of Walkmill, before leavingthat division of inter-commoned waste, and
the river and abutting the east side of Guy-estate boundary rationalisations, may have
zance. The western section then follows bound-altered some township boundaries in Northum-
aries between Sturton township and (in turn)berland, and that proves to be the case for
Guyzance, Hazon and Shilbottle beforeSturton Grange. However, it is possible to
returning to the ‘Allerburn’ at Low Buston.identify these changes and to reconstruct the
The various sections of the boundary circuitboundaries of the medieval township of Sturton
can now be examined in more detail.as granted in the c. 1170 charter.

THE BOUNDARY OUTLINE THE LOW BUSTON SECTION

The boundary charter begins the perambula-It may be helpful to proceed with a broad
identification of major features and sections tion ‘as Alriburne by Strectuna runs to Kide-

ford’ (fig. 5). The Alriburne or Allerburn isand then to examine the detail of specific
sections, remembering that some of the evid- now the lower section of the present Grange or

Buston Burn, defining the boundary betweenence is set out in those later sections. Fig. 2
provides an overall map of the reconstructed Everard de Ros’ two estates of Low Buston

and Sturton. The identification of the Allerburncharter boundary, marking the principal loca-
tions discussed in the text and fig. 3 superim- is confirmed in Low Buston charters, such as

the grant to Newminster by William of ‘Bultilis-poses this outline on the current Ordnance
Survey map. Fig. 4 locates this outline on the ton’ of two acres located ‘from the northern

side of the Allerburn’.32contours of the physical landscape. The land-
scape of Sturton has its highest level, at 115 Historically this part of the boundary would

have been a hive of activity. The medievalmetres, close to its western boundary, and the
general trend is a gradual decline in height village of Low Buston lay on the immediate
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Fig. 5 The boundary between Sturton and Low Buston.

northern bank, and its remains can still be seen this duty, and this and other corn-grinding
disputes are recorded in the Newminsterin the field there.33 The corn-grinding watermill

of Sturton lay on the south bank, and a mill cartulary.35
The Low Buston boundary section started atcontinued on the site until the 1880s.34 The line

of the leats from the Grange Burn can still be the stream junction at NU 222 074, and it
ended at ‘Kideford’. This is also noted in aseen (NU 226 072), and a number of public

footpaths still lead to the site from both the grant by Galfridus de Hanvill of land in
Brotherwick: ‘a via regia Kydeford’, ‘from thesouth and north. The mill, together with an

obligation on the tenants of Low Buston to royal road at Kyedford’.36 This was the ford
over the Allerburn at Houndean, close to thegrind their corn there, predated the grant of

Sturton to Newminster Abbey. This led to a location of the present bridge (NU 235 068).
Here the Sturton charter boundary left thelater dispute when Hugh of Buston challenged
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Allerburn, and formed a boundary with the Herefordeles goes to Hereford’. This is a some-
northern and western sides of Brotherwick. what complicated section. Herefordeles or

Herefordlees can be identified with what later
became called Warkworth Moor and Coquet
Moor (fig. 6). Here the soils are much sandierTHE BROTHERWICK SECTION
than the rest of the neighbourhood, and it was
one of the last areas in lowland Northumber-‘and from Kideford as the boundary of Strec-
land to be enclosed, by Act of Parliament intuna and Brotherwyk goes to Herefordeles’
1850. The boundaries in this locality lie betweenruns the original boundary charter. Little addi-
Sturton Grange, Brotherwick and Warkworth.tional detail is available on the first part of this

In 1269 Newminster Abbey granted Here-section, but it is likely it accorded with the later
fordlees to Robert (son of Roger) of Wark-boundary and followed the present road line
worth, reserving a right of common pasture forfrom Kideford to the northern end of
ten oxen and four cows with their calves.38 ThisBrotherwick. This places Warkworth railway
granting away of lands the monks had onlystation and associated houses within the Stur-
acquired some ninety years before seems odd,ton bounds. At the northern extreme of
until it is related to other transactions takingBrotherwick the present road has a northward
place at the same time. Fowler’s edition of thetwist in it (NU 229 066), and the same twist is
Newminster cartulary suggests a date of c. 1250apparent on the early seventeenth-century map.
for this grant,39 but it is in fact a copy of theA licence by William de Hanvill (c. 1250–1270)
agreement reached at Henry III’s assizes ingave the Newminster monks the right to make
Newcastle in 1269. What has not been previ-a ditch ‘a siketo ex occidentali parte de
ously recognised is that the immediately pre-Brotherwyk usque ad le Grenegate’, ‘from a
ceding item in the Assize list is a grant bysyke on the western side of Brotherwick as far

as the Grenegate’.37 This ditch or dyke demarc- Robert of Warkworth (and Rothbury) to New-
ated Sturton from the North Field and closes minster Abbey of substantial common pasture
of Brotherwick, but the main western side of at Hesleyhurst, south of Rothbury and useful
Brotherwick was ‘moor’ or open pasture, and for Newminster.40 In other words, here was a
the ‘Grenegate’ would have been the entrance useful exchange of pasture land between the
to this open land at the western end of two parties.
Brotherwick village. Today, although the mod- The exchange does, however, complicate our
ern boundary conforms to the Percy estate- ability to recover the original charter boundar-
map, there is little to see, and few signs of an ies for Sturton Grange, for the original territory
old routeway. The Norton map of c. 1622 and of Herefordlees was only part of Sturton for
Wilkins’ 1772 map both show a track starting about ninety years and we do not know what
here and running down the western edge of lands, if any, Robert of Warkworth held on the
Brotherwick Toft Field to the ‘Grenegate’, but north side of the Coquet (i.e. on Warkworth
now there is only a tree-lined field boundary. Moor) before 1269. However, using later sur-
This line runs to NU 226 063, then turns south, veys and maps, both the pre-1269 boundary of
following the field boundary to NU 226 058. Sturton and the post-1269 boundary can be
The ‘Grenegate’ was about here, and marked reconstructed with some confidence.
the start of the pasture area of Herefordlees. Helpful starting points are found in the Percy

estates surveys of 1586 (Stockdale) and
1612–1620 (Mayson), with Norton’s plan
accompanying the latter. The map shows aTHE HEREFORDLEES SECTION
substantial Warkworth Moor (belonging to
Warkworth) extending to the south and west ofThe boundary then ‘goes to Herefordeles, and

thence as the boundary of Strectuna across a Brotherwick, which had its own narrow strip
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Fig. 6 The Herefordlees section of the boundary.
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of moor abutting Warkworth Moor. To under- knight’s effigy in Warkworth church being a
seventeenth-century fantasy.42 The last part ofstand the boundaries given in the 1586 Survey,

it is necessary to note that at that date the above description may, however, capture
some of the truth: part of the common possiblyWatershaugh Ford lay downriver from its pre-

sent ford and footbridge, the former ford came from a Morwick grant, with the rest from
the 1269 Sturton grant. ‘Heyne-hewghe’ seemsaligning with the north bank boundary of

Brotherwick Banks, as shown on the 1622 to have been the close north of the present
Coquet Moor House, and part of the presentNorton map. It is worth quoting the 1586

boundaries at length:41 caravan park, and this south-eastern part of
Warkworth Moor may have a connection with

The burgesses and inhabitants of Warkworth Morwick rather than Sturton. Miller thought ithave one common pasture called Whyrle-
likely that ‘the barons of Warkworth wishingshawes, lying on the west side of Cocket water
to get hold of some of the common lands nearand on the north side of Morwicke, by the gift
the castle a bargain was made with Sir Hugh deof Heugh de Morwick, then lord of Morwick,
Morwick to hand over his lands on the norththe limits and bounders whereof is as foloweth,

viz., begining at the Waterheugh-forde and so side of the river to which later were added the
going up the north side of Cocket to the Heire- Newminster lands on Herefordlees’.43
ford, where, over against the said ford, in the The Heire-ford can be identified with one of
banck beneath the highe street, is a great graie the fords over the Coquet at Morwick. Histor-
stone with a crosse hewen in yt, and from the ically two fords crossed the river at Morwick –
stone westward to Warkworth banckes, then an upper ford, marked by the present Morwickgo up the water side to the Walk-milne hewgh

ford (NU 232 044) and an abandoned (anddike, and from thence go north up the burne
largely forgotten) ford to the east of the cup-called the Walke-milne deane (which is march
and-ring inscribed rocks (circa NU 235 044).betwene the said common and Waulk-miln
This ford, later known as Pauper or ‘Pomfret’s’grounde) to the head of the said dene, where

ther is march stones, and then go from one ford, was thought by Hodgson to be the
stone to another as the same ledeth, till you Heireford, though Miller considered Morwick
come to a foote trodde [footpath] lying east ford more likely. River regulation by weirs and
and west to a march stone in the same marked the water-board make it difficult to know quite
with a cros, and from thence along that rode what the stretch of river was like in earlier
to a graie stone with a cross at the Grang-dyke times, for today Morwick ford is rarelynooke, and then along that dyke to another

passable except in the very driest years, and themarch stone at Gaweboat-yate, from thence
lower location ( just below the weir) is nowgo south-east by the mention of an old dyke
shallower. Whichever of the two fords corre-called Brotherwick dyke to a march stone
sponds to the Heire-ford, this leaves the south-there, and from thence southward to a stone

at Brotherwicke letche, and from that stone eastern part of Warkworth Moor outside of the
eastward downe the letch by the foote of former Sturton lands, and so leaves space for
Brotherwick hill to Waters-haughe-forde an earlier connection with Morwick.
where we begonne, within which bounder ther This area of Herefordlees or Warkworth
is supposed ther is a parcell of grounde called Moor remained largely unenclosed until theHeyn-hewghe belonging to Braines-haughe by construction of the Newcastle-Edinburgh rail-the gift of the said Sr Hugh Morwick, yt hath

way line cut through it and an Enclosure Act ofbene arable and enclosed and now as of long
1850 and Award of 1856 subdivided it. Thetime without memorie of man lieth open and
map of c. 1622 shows its extent, together withcommon.
the small strip of Brotherwick Moor. By the
time of Wilkins’ map of Warkworth andAs John Crawford Hodgson notes, in his role
Brotherwick in 1772 the Brotherwick portionsas author of the Northumberland County His-
were mainly enclosed, but a track is showntory volume, there is no earlier evidence for the

Hugh Morwick story, the inscription on the running from the northern tip of Brotherwick,
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skirting its western boundary and then cros- as the same ledeth, till you come to a foote
trodde [footpath] lying east and west to asing Warkworth Moor.44 This track was

undoubtedly the successor to the ‘via Regia’ to march stone in the same marked with a cros’.
The Norton map of c. 1622 and later mapsHerefordlees, though Wilkins’ map curves the

southern end round to the present Watershaugh show a ninety-degree turn close to this location,
and Norton’s map for Acklington, whichford rather than straight to one of the Morwick

fords. In 1887 Hodgson noted that includes a portion of Warkworth Moor on it,
shows a ‘bounder’ at just this point (fig. 7),

‘the ancient road [from Kideford to Here- though the Warkworth map itself does not. Thefordlees] . . . may still be traced in part. It
1856 Enclosure Award marks a ‘style’ at thisskirted Brotherwick township, and crossed
point, whilst the 1866 6’ OS map has a ‘bump-Warkworth Moor in a narrow, deep-cut track,
ing stone’ (NU 223 048). This is not a term into the disused Pauper Ford below Morwick’.45
OS glossaries,46 but the term was certainly in
local use in the Victorian period as anotherToday, the track is harder to discern. It can
‘bumping stone’ is marked near the track tobe detected in undisturbed pasture in the field
Morwick ford on the 1856 Award. The namedirectly south of Brotherwick farm-buildings,
probably derives from the practice of ‘beatingand also as a curving path crossing the dry
the bounds’, during which youths and girlsupper portions of Brotherwick letch in the field
were sometimes ‘bumped’ at key boundarynorth of the Coquet Moor House road. But the
points.47 In his investigation of Bylandfields in between have been ploughed and
(N. Yorks) in History on the Ground, M. W.reseeded and there are no visible signs.
Beresford recalled finding a boundary stoneThe eastern boundary of pre-1269 Sturton
marked on one of Saxton’s maps:almost certainly followed the western boundary

of Brotherwick as detailed in the 1585 survey My eye was caught by a gleam of grey in the
above and on the c. 1622 map, extending grass at this point. When the grass was pulled

away it revealed a ‘bounder-stone’, at the site‘southward to a stone at Brotherwicke letche’
of Saxton’s ‘first bounder-stone’. It stood outbefore cutting directly to Heireford from that
18 inches from the soil and was deeply embed-point at the head of Brotherwick letch. The
ded. . . . The lichened stone was a bridge acrossc. 1622 map shows a ‘bounder’ but there is no
three hundred and fifty-six years.48indication on later maps or today.

If this reconstructs the ‘lost’ pre-1269 bound- Investigation of the hedge on Warkworth
Moor produced similar feelings, revealing aary to the Heire-ford, then the 1586 survey and

later maps also allow the post-1269 medieval substantial stone just where the 1866 OS map
locates the bumping stone. Here is the bounderboundary to be traced, for this is a boundary

that survived through to modern maps. It marked on the Norton map, still in place
(fig. 8).49should be noted that Walkmill was part of

Sturton township until post-reformation times, From this point the 1586 boundary ran
‘along that rode to a graie stone with a cross atand so part of the original Sturton grant and

thus within our boundaries. Using the 1586 the Grang-dyke nooke, and then along that
dyke to another march stone at Gaweboat-survey this eastern boundary of Sturton can be

described. It began on the Coquet at ‘the Walk- yate’ This joins the Warkworth Moor road at
NU 224 049 at its junction with the presentmilne hewgh dike, and from thence go north up

the burne called the Walke-milne deane (which road north to Brotherwick, and the boundary
follows the road north for a few hundred yards,is march betwene the said common and Waulk-

miln grounde) to the head of the said dene’. until the point where the Whittle Colliery
mineral line crossed (NU 225 052), still veryThis dene runs north-west from NU 229 045 to

NU 225 048. From the head of the dene, the obvious on the west side of the road. The
boundary then follows field boundaries west ofboundary was marked ‘where ther is march

stones, and then go from one stone to another the road until ‘Gaweboat-yate’ is reached west
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Fig. 7 Part of Norton’s c.1622 map of
Acklington, showing the boundary stones on
Warkworth Moor.

of the present Brotherwick farmhouse. At the ‘via regia’, ‘royal road’ or highway makes more
sense: the route through the Hereford andtime of the Northumberland County History

(1899), Hodgson was able to note that ‘Gaw- across Herefordles may have been an estab-
lished crossing of the Coquet for troops.52butts’ was still the name of a field on Sturton

Eastfield farm abutting on Warkworth Moor, Having traced the different boundaries pre-
and post-1269 in the Herefordlees locality, theand that one of the march stones ‘marked with

a cros’ was to be seen ‘lying on the dike of one discussion can return to the original charter
bounds, following the boundary up the Coquetof the Brotherwick fields’.50 Unfortunately, no

such stone can be found today. from the Here-ford.
Before taking leave of ‘Herefordles’ and the

‘Hereford’, it may be worth questioning the THE COQUET SECTION
name itself. If it has the same etymology as the
town of Hereford, interpreted as here-ford or The charter boundary runs from the Hereford

‘by the Koket to the ditch of Wyteley’. The‘ford suitable for passage of an army’,51 then
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subtus Wyteleys’ [plain of Strattone below
Wyteleys] across to his land on the south side
of the river. His son, also Hugh, confirmed the
licence. Here the monks built their fulling-mill
(or Walk-mill ) for cloth making.

The boundary thus runs up the river past the
site of Walkmill, which lies ‘below Wyteleyes’
to where Walkmill township abutted Guy-
zance. Walkmill, with the farmhouse now in
ruins, lies on low ground within a meander of
the Coquet (NU 229 044), but the ground rises
quite steeply up to the level of Warkworth
Moor, so that ‘below Wyteleys’ is an apt
description. The boundary charter line leaves
the Coquet ‘ad fossatum de Wyteley’, and a
steep ditch or letch rises from the river at the
point which still divides Walkmill from Guy-
zance (NU 225 043 to NU 223 045).

THE WESTERN SECTION

The long western section is more difficult to
trace in detail, and some of the names elude
identification of their exact location (fig. 9).
From the Coquet to the final return to Aller-
burn, none of the names apparently correspond

Fig. 8 The ‘bounder’ or ‘bumping stone’ in the to present-day names. Some assistance is how-
hedgerow, defining the boundary between Herefordles ever provided by a series of agreements, dated
(Warkworth Moor) and Sturton Grange. to 1240 between Alexander de Hilton and the

Abbot of Newminster.55
Hilton held lands in Shilbottle and Guy-medieval township of Sturton included Walk-

zance, and the agreements were to clarify themill, which gained a separate township identity
boundaries between his estates and Sturtonin the decades after the reformation and the
Grange and to make some exchanges of land todissolution of Newminster in the 1530s.53 After
‘tidy up’ the boundary line. The first boundarySturton lost Herefordlees in 1269, Walkmill
section set out is apparently that betweenwas only linked to the rest of Sturton by a
Sturton and Shilbottle, and starts at ‘Milne-narrow neck of land consisting of a one field’s
dene’. Subsequently the entire section from thewidth in the modern landscape, so its later
Coquet to the Allerburn is specified. Thisdetachment had a logic to it. In the medieval
identification of ‘Milnedene’ with the start ofperiod, however, Walkmill was an important
the Sturton-Shilbottle boundary is confirmedpart of the Cistercian estate and amongst the
subsequently, and it allows the long westernNewminster charters are two relating to Walk-
and northern section to be split at this point.mill.54 The first is a licence granted by Hugh de
The immediate examination thus looks at theMorwick soon after 1200 to the monks of
charter boundary from the Coquet toNewminster to construct a mill dam across the

Coquet, to run from the ‘campo de Strattone ‘Milnedene’.
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Fig. 9 The western (Guyzance and Hazon) section of the boundary.
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The original charter boundary runs ‘[from small copse, where the line changes angle
northwards. This copse is largely fenced inthe ditch of Wyteley] and thence as the bound-

ary of Strectuna goes to Merethorne, and then today, but is mainly composed of old hawthorn
and related species, and has a very markedto Hundhakeston, and from [var. to] Miln-

eden’. The 1240 agreement gives more detail boundary ditch and banks within it. This may
well be the ‘boundary-thorn’ or ‘Merethorn’ ofhere:
the charter (NU 221 047).. . . sicut fossatum quod vocatur Drie dich ex

The charter boundary then runs ‘and fromoccidentali parte de Wyteleys ascendit de
Merethorn towards the north across theKoket versus aquilonem usque in quandam
meadow by heaps of stones and so by a certainviridem divisam, et per illam divisam sicut

solet esse et sicut lapides ex ultraque parte sike to Hunthakesden’. This was through
ponuntur usque ad Merethorne, et de Mere- ‘meadow’ and not through cultivated land
thorne versus aquilonem per transversum prati separated by green balks. This line can be
per cumilos lapidum, et sic per quoddam followed along field boundaries, crossing the
siketum usque in Hunthakesdene, et de Hun- Warkworth Moor road, until at NU 222 053
thakesdene per cumilos lapidum usque ad the modern boundary turn westward throughsiketum quod descendit de Milnedene, et sic

ninety-degrees. The area abutted onto Wark-usque in Milnedene
worth Moor and enclosure was undoubtedly
late, so there may have been some regularisingTranslated:
of boundaries, but the general line is of consid-. . . as the ditch which is called ‘Drie dich’ on
erable antiquity. At NU 218 054 the boundarythe west side of Wyteleys ascends from Koket
runs into a depression, where a large shallowtowards the north to a certain field-balk [viri-
pond is fed by two ‘sikes’ or very small streams,dem divisam or green boundary], and thence
one from the south and one from the north-by that balk as it is accustomed to be, and

thence as stones are placed on either side to west. The boundary goes into the pond and
Merethorn, and from Merethorn towards the then follows the sike to the north-west, where it
north across the meadow by heaps of stones is continued by a ditch-and-bank (NU 218 054
and so by a certain sike to Hunthakesden, and to NU 214 055). The pond is on the boundary
from Hunthakesden by heaps of stones to the of Guyzance and Sturton, but the Tithe Map
sike which descends from Milnedene, and so shows a small area, adjoining the pond, as partto Milneden . . . .56

of Walkmill, so that it has access to the water.
This post-medieval piece of Walkmill, knownA subsequent agreement adds a little more
as ‘Bowmen’, was subsequently added to Stur-detail, specifying that the agreement relates
ton South Side. The sike running into the pondpartly to the boundary between Sturton
is probably that referred to in the charter. HereGrange and Shilbottle and partly to that
the present boundary ditch is a seasonal water-between Sturton and Guyzance. Here ‘Drie
course containing damp vegetation. ‘Hun-dich’ is ‘fossatum quod vocatur Rubedyk’.57
thakesden’ remains unidentified, and could be‘Drie dich’ or ‘Rubedyk’ ran north to a field-
any location from the depression by the pondbalk, i.e. into cultivated arable land, then
itself, north-westwards. The depression to thefollowed the balk and on north across meadow.
north of the pond, within Sturton township, isThis is a locality north east of the present
boggy as the nineteenth-century field names of(Guyzance) East House. Tentatively we can
Far Bog and Near Bog demonstrate. If ‘Hun-mark the possible locations on the map. The
thakesden’ is related to ‘unthank-den’ then thisdeep letch running steeping down to the Coquet
depression may be its location.is largely dry today, so ‘Drie dich’ is very

The southern boundary between Sturton andapplicable, but the letch is short and soon rises
Guyzance starting at this pond is undoubtedlyto the field level. From the letch, the modern
a very old one, and parts of a boundary bankboundary line runs north-west, pierced by the

main London-Edinburgh railway, and into a and ditch can still be clearly traced. This
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section, north of Bank House Farm, is prob-
ably that between the Hunthakesden and the
sike that descends from Milnedene. The latter
sike is now the upper section of the Quarry
Burn, which runs south through Guyzance to
the Coquet.

The 1586 Percy Survey of Guyzance traces
this section, in reverse sequence because it runs
clockwise around Guyzance. Beginning on the
boundary between Guyzance and Hazon to the
west of Bank House, we can read:

..then along Hason dicke northward to a little
loynyng which devideth Hason feild and the
Graindge field, from thens the sowth dicke of
the Graindge is the marche betwyxt the
Graindge and Guysans to the ende therof,
from thens sowthe alonge Guysance newe
dicke to the Walke-mylne closse dicke noyke,
then downe the same dicke to the water of
Coquet wher we did begyne.58

The description ‘little loynyng’ still captures
the section where the three townships join in a
tree-lined lane (NU 206 056). Here a fine
section of old boundary dyke has been pre-
served: when the Whittle Colliery mineral rail-
way line was constructed (in the early twentieth
century) westward from its junction with the
main line on Warkworth Moor it cut through
the southern fields of Sturton Grange and then

Fig. 10 The ditch and woodbank defining theinto Hazon. In almost touching the southern
boundary between Sturton and Guyzance (NU 207Sturton boundary it left a small portion cut off
047).from the main fields, and here, by the roadside

north of Bank House farm, one can see the old
ditches and woodbanks (fig. 10), preserving the ‘Milden’ – after a gap of over 700 years.60

Hodgson did not, however, identify the actualline of the medieval boundary (from NU 212
055 westwards to NU 207 055). location. Documentary evidence was lacking

until the present writer located a field sur-One of the frustrations of attempting to
locate this part of the boundary and its place- veyor’s notebook for 1860.61 William Harrison

surveyed the crops of South Side on Octobernames is the paucity of field names on available
maps. The tithe maps for some of these town- 12 1860, calculating the field acreages under

different crops. Amongst these was the ‘Northships59 simply use field numbers (as does the
Ordnance Survey), rather than field names, and West Oat Field, ‘‘Milldean’’ ’, so the name had

indeed survived all those centuries from thethis is true of the Sturton map. ‘Milneden’, a
pivotal location in terms of identifying the original charter. A further source was a map

for the same year, prepared for John Tate ofboundary sections, is a case in point, but one
that proves ultimately rewarding. Hodgson, in Bank House in Guyzance. At that date Tate

occupied South Side as well as Bank House andhis original paper on Sturton Grange in 1886,
noted that one of the fields on the western Walkmill, and the map showed all three proper-

ties, with ‘Milden’ clearly identified.62 Not onlyboundary of South Side farm was still called
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Fig. 11 Milden (on the right of the photograph), a field name maintained through 800 years. The boundary
line runs north up the headwater of the ‘Milneburn’ (Quarry Burn) on the left.

can the field be identified (NU 206 065), but the Coquet and the part draining north and
east towards the Coquet.the current owner of South Side confirms the

name is still in use today, almost 850 years after
the original charters used it (fig. 11). Milden
forms the highest point in Sturton township,
with fine views to the sea and Coquet Island.

The present Quarry Burn – the ‘Milneburn’ THE NORTHERN SECTION
of the charters – runs south between Hazon on
the west and Sturton and Guyzance on the east. The northern section begins with the descent

from Milnedene to Colepethburn (fig. 12). InIt originates in a small col of land between Hart
Law (originally part of Hazon) and Sturton the original charter this ran: ‘from Milneburn

to Colepetheburne, and thence to Harethorne-South Side. From the boundary ditch-and-
bank in ‘the lonning’ north to Milden the burn burne, and from Harethorneburne by a path

which goes northwards as far as the road that(or sike) forms both the charter boundary and
the modern boundary (i.e. NU 206 055 to NU runs by the great tree-trunk to Harethorneley,

and thence to the other Harethorneley, and205 065). This col, probably once a glacial
meltwater channel, marks the watershed thence across by Lemetheley towards the north-

east to the aforesaid Alreburn’. The 1240between the part of Sturton Grange draining
south via the Quarry Burn (‘Milneburn’) into agreement defines it:
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Fig. 12 The northern (Shilbottle) section of the boundary.

de Milnedene per vetus fossatum usque in It then amplifies this in the description of the
Colepeteburne, et de Colepeteburne descend- whole boundary from Coquet to Allerburn.
endo usque ad semitam quae vocatur Gys- After the western section to Milnedene (quoted
nerod, et per eandem semitam ascendendo de above), it continues
Colepeteburne usque horam bosci, et sic per

. . . et inde per divisam inter monachos ethoram bosci usque ad viam quae ducit subtus
Hugonis de Haysand, sicut fossatum descenditHarethorneley, et inde usque ad alterum Hare-
in Colepeteburne usque ad unam crucem sitamthorneley, et deinde per Greteley usque ad
in profundo, et de illa cruce sicut fossatumLeuietley, et de Leuietley versus northest
quod Alexander levavit se extendit usque inusque in Alriburne
Alriburne.

Translated: Translated:
From Milnedene by an old ditch to Colepete- . . . and thence by the boundary between the
burne, and from Colepeteburne descending to monks and Hugh de Haysand as the ditch
the footpath called Gysnerod, and by that descends to Colepetheburne, and so des-
footpath ascending from Colepeteburn to the cending by Colepetheburne to a cross in the
summit of the wood [ad horam bosci ], and so bottom, and from that cross thence as the
by the summit of the wood to the way that ditch which Alexander erected extends itself to
leads under Harethorneley, and thence to the Alriburne.
other Harethornely, and next by Greteley to

The first section can be traced today as theLemetley, and from Lemeteley towards the
north east to Alriburne.63 field boundary which descends from the col of
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Milden north east of Hart Law (NU 205 065), does not report on it in his 1887 paper, and he
surely would have remarked on it if it had beenrunning into the upper section of what is now

the Grange Burn (at NU 203 068), just south extant. (The cross may have been similar to the
Brinkburn Priory boundary stones, carved withof the present road from South Moor to

Sturton Grange. Colepetheburne [coal-path crosses, which can be found on the moors
above Thrunton Wood south of Whittingham.)burn or coal-pit burn?] can thus be identified

with this stream. Up to the stream the boundary The present writer has searched the channel
and sides of the burn at length, but withoutis that between Sturton and Hazon, down the

stream it lies between Sturton and Shilbottle. success.65
The original charter then runs the boundary Much of the subsequent boundary section

to Harethorneburne, before leaving the stream between Sturton and Shilbottle was woodland
northwards by a path. In contrast the 1240 only cleared relatively late, and this section
agreement does not mention Harethorneburne, contrasts with the section running between
but leaves Colepetheburne by a footpath called abutting arable fields or across open pasture
Gysenrod. This may well mean that Hare- lands. South-east Shilbottle remained substan-
thorneburne was simply the lower section of tially wooded up to and beyond the late six-
the Colepethburne [both of which are now teenth century, as the Percy estate surveys
portions of the Grange Burn]. The footpath show. Shilbottle Woodhouse was a farm with
may have been an old route from Shilbottle to its closes held in severalty, separate from the
Guyzance, as ‘Gysen-rod’ suggests. The ‘cross open-field system of Shilbottle itself. The Percy
situated in the bottom’ mentioned in 1240 was estate map of c. 1624 shows the very substantial
still there when the Percy estates, including South Wood adjacent to the Sturton boundary.
Shilbottle, were surveyed over three hundred This was the boundary section characterised
years later in 1567 by Clarkson. The Shilbottle by the ‘woodland clearing’ names in ‘-ley’: the
boundary description, running clockwise and two Harethorneleys, Lemetheley, Greteley. A
so east-to-west in this section abutting Sturton, later agreement (discussed below) also intro-
reads: duces Moryley, Bukeley and Wyteleys. Defin-

ing boundaries and their associated pasture. . . and as the same [Tylaw] burne there goeth
to Graindge borne, and from thence to a cross rights through wooded areas was a common
of stone standyng nye the sayd burne, and difficulty, and the Hilton-Newminster agree-
then upp the burne to a reade forde, and from ments sprang from the need to resolve this
the saide fourde by certaine marche stones . . . problem as both sides made more use of the
64 land and wood resources. The 1240 agreement

The ‘red-ford gate’, where the Sturton to did not end the disputes, and perhaps Alex-
South Moor road crosses the ‘Colepetheburne’ ander de Hilton’s dyke from the cross to
(NU 203 068) was a term in use when Hodgson Allerburn was not completed fully, for the issue
wrote in 1887. Today one can trace the line of returns in a subsequent generation, between
the boundary from its entry into the ‘Colepe- and Robert de Hilton (probably Alexander’s
theburn’. The area on either side of this burn son) and the Abbot in about 1270. This new
(now the Grange Burn) right down to Sturton agreement66 permitted Robert
Grange itself is heavily wooded, much of the

fecit quondam hayam ab aqueductu quae venitwood dating from after 1945, but it is possible
de Colepetheford, inter parcum abbatis etto walk down the burn into ‘the bottom’, where
boscum dicti Roberti, ad crucem lapideam. Etthe ‘Colepetheburn’ (Grange Burn) is joined by se extendit illa haya ultra le Munekes super

another, smaller burn coming in from Shil- usque ad Moryley, et sic usque ad lyngam
bottle Moor to the north-west (NU 204 071). quae venit Bukeley, et sic versus orientem ad
The ‘cross in the bottom’, noted in both the Wyteleys, et sic usque ad fossatum quod est
medieval charters and the 1567 Percy survey, divisa inter campum de Stratton et terram

quam vocant terram Percy; ita quod omneshas not been recorded since then. Hodgson
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placiae infra dictam hayam versus Siepesbotle Andreae, sicut Smalburne descendit in
quae fuerunt dictorum abbatis et conventus, Buckleyburne usque ad vadum quod vocatur
remaneant dicto Roberto de Hilton et hered- Alnewykford’, ‘from the spring of St. Andrew,
ibus suis in escambium perpetuum pro omni- thence [as] Smalburne descends in Buckleyb-
bus placiis ex altera parte hayae versus urne to the way which is called Alnewykford.’grangiam de Strattone quae fueruent eiusdem

Yet again the southern side was confirmed toRoberti de Hylton, quas possidere debent dicti
the Abbot and the other side to John andabbas et conventus, et eorum successores
Gilbert. This traces out the final section whereimperpetuum.
the Smallburn stream joins the Tylee Burn, to

Translated: become the Allerburn at Low Buston.
After the junction with the smaller burn, themake a fence from the watercourse which

comes from Colepetheford, between the park modern township boundary follows the ‘Colep-
of the abbot and the wood of the said Robert, etheburn’ (Grange Burn) for a distance before
to a stone cross. And that fence extended itself climbing north-eastwards out of the burn bot-
on the far side of ‘le Munekes’ as far as tom at NU 209 072. The property boundary
Moryley, and so to the tongue of land which (and parish boundary) between Sturton and
comes from Bukeley, and so towards the east Shilbottle runs slightly north of the presentto Wyteleys, and so to the ditch which is the

field boundary, and Michael Brewis of Shil-boundary between the field of Stratton and the
bottle Woodhouse farm noted that an oldland called Percy land. Accordingly, all places
boundary mound was ploughed out here aboutwithin the said fence towards Siepesbotle
ten years ago. The ascent then slackens but thewhich were the Abbot and Convents were to

belong to the said Robert de Hilton and his land continues to rise until a point marked
heirs in perpetual exchange for all places on today by an ash tree (NU 212 075). This may
the other side of the fence towards the grange possibly mark the ‘hoar of the wood’. From
of Strattone, which were Hilton’s, and were here to the Allerburn it is not possible to locate
now to be the possession of the Abbot and the ‘-leys’ of the early charter agreements, but
Convent and their successors. the ‘new agreement’ of 1270 proves very illu-

minating. This noted that Robert de Hilton’sThe original charter had written of ‘all
new fence extended ‘on the far side of ‘leStrectuneles beyond the aforesaid boundaries
Munekes’ [the monks of Sturton] as far asto the fields of Sipplebottle in common between
Moryley, and so to a tongue of land whichStrettune and Sipplebotle’. Now any remaining
comes from Bukeley’.interspersed patches cleared and claimed by

On the ground this ‘tongue of land’ (centredone side or the other were being rationalised
on NU 217 075) stands out and its name isinto a convenient division. A further agree-
extremely apt. The tongue is also very visiblement67 between the two parties focused on the
on a vertical air photograph (fig. 13). Thelast part of this boundary between Shilbottle
northern boundary of Sturton gradually des-and Sturton Grange, allowing Robert to make
cends from the ash tree, with the line marked‘a dyke from that dyke which is the boundary
by a very distinct bank, lower on the Sturtonbetween the field of Stratton and the land called
side, until it runs into a small stream from thePercy land, and extended as far as Smaleburne,
north-west; for a short distance this streamwhich is the boundary between the land of the
(now known as the Brewis burn, but identifiablesaid Robert and the land of [Low] Buston’.
as the Buckley burn of the medieval charters)Again, all land to the south was to be the
forms the boundary. However, the boundaryAbbot’s and all to the north Robert’s. The
then crosses the stream and climbs a slopemonks also made an agreement on the bound-
northwards around a tongue of land, with thearies between Sturton and the lands of John de
first part of the arc marked by an old bank andAkedone [Acton?] and Gilbert de Aula of
treeline containing several old oaks, beforeBuston.68 John and Gilbert were allowed to

make a dyke ‘quodam fossatum de fonte Sancti descending to the line of another stream
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Fig. 13 Vertical air photograph of the northern section of the boundary. Sturton Grange farm (and site of the
monastic grange) are at the bottom, and the arc of the hedge-line boundary between Sturton and Shilbottle is
clearly visible to the north, with ‘Bukeley tongue’ in the centre. © Ordnance Survey.

entering from the north, a stream now known Buston landholders to make a dyke ‘from the
spring of St. Andrew, thence [as] Smallburneas the Woodhouse burn. The result is a small

area of land belonging to Sturton but difficult descends in Buckleyburne to the way which is
called Alnewykford’. Once again Michaelto access because it lies on the north side of the

Buckley burn running through from the north- Brewis was able to lead me from Bukeley
tongue over the small stream to a spot in hiswest. It is a distinctive patch of scrubby land,
field where water welled up from the ground –hard to use for anything except some grazing
St.Andrew’s spring, still locatable after 700or rough shooting, and ‘tongue’ is just the right
years (NU 218 075). There is a marvellousword for it. It has been sticking out across the
passage in one of W. G. Hoskins’ essays wherestream from Sturton for well over 800 years.
he writes:The charters included a further agreement

on the boundary to the east of the Bukeley And I remember deciding in my room one day
that a certain ‘black spring’ recorded intongue. As noted earlier this allowed two Low
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charters [of a Leicestershire parish] from the with the Smallburn (Tylee) to the point where
1280s onwards must lie in a certain part of a the stream is now culverted under the road, but
particular field today, and how when I reached which was formerly a ford.71
this spot I found a spring welling almost
imperceptibly out of the ground into a tiny
pool, a few inches across, that was jet black

CONCLUSIONeven on a sunny afternoon: it was ‘the black
spring’ precisely as the medieval peasant saw

The reconstruction of the boundary perambu-it in the thirteenth century, when he knelt
lation is completed with the return to thedown to drink from it on a sweaty afternoon.69
Allerburn. Despite the extinction of place
names since c. 1170 it has proved possible toThe discovery of St. Andrew’s spring gave us
identify the various sections, if not the locationthat same excitement, and contact with the
of every individual name. The reconstructionmedieval past.
has also illuminated the growing pressures onThe final section is from here to the Allerburn
land resources during the period of medievaland Low Buston village. Today the small
expansion and population growth of thestreams coming from the Shilbottle-Sturton
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, with theboundary join with the Tylaw or Tylee Burn to
increased use of woodland clearance and pas-the immediate west of the Shilbottle-Low Bus-
ture and the need to carefully define andton road at NU 222 074. The resultant stream
physically demarcate the boundaries in theseis then runs to Low Buston, where it is joined
sections. The original charter grants Sturtonby the Colepethburn (Grange Burn) at NU 226
with all its appurtenances ‘in bosco et plano, in073. The mill leat comes off the Colepethburn
pratis et pasturis, viis et semitas, aquis etjust before this point, and leads to the mill on
molendinis’;72 ‘in wood and plain, in meadowthe Sturton side, opposite the deserted village
and pastures, in roads and lanes, waters andof Low Buston. The Allerburn was the name of
mills’. The expression is conventional, yet thethis lower section, but the upper portion was
medieval landscape revealed by the charterknown as the Smallburne. The agreement
boundary shows precisely these features. Loc-between Robert of Shilbottle and the monks
ating the detail of this landscape allows one towas to make ‘a dyke from that dyke which is
connect with the people who worked thosethe boundary between the field of Stratton and
Northumberland lands over eight hundredthe land called Percy land, and extended as far
years ago.73as Smaleburne, which is the boundary between

the land of the said Robert and the land of
[Low] Buston’. ‘Percy land’ was the field in the
extreme south-east of Shilbottle territory, so ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
identifying the Tylee Burn, which forms the
Shilbottle-Low Buston boundary, with the I am grateful to all the farmers who allowed me

to wander around their hedges and fields duringSmallburn. The second charter for this locality
was that between the monks and John de this project: Alexander Bell of Sturton South

Side; William Crole, formerly of SturtonAkedone [Acton?] and Gilbert de Aula of
Buston.70 John and Gilbert were allowed to Grange; Leslie Davison of Guyzance East

Farm; William Fairbairn of Brotherwick; andmake a dyke ‘from the spring of St. Andrew,
thence [as] Smalburne descends in Buckleyb- John Park of Low Buston Hall. My principal

debt is to Michael Brewis of Shilbottle Wood-urne to the way which is called Alnewykford.’
Yet again the southern side was confirmed to house, who accompanied me on the boundary

reconstruction and was central to the identi-the Abbot and the other side to John and
Gilbert. This tracks the Sturton boundary fication of features on his boundary. Northum-

berland Record Office provided maps anddown from the rediscovered spring, along the
final section of the Buckley Burn to its junction records, as did Clare Baxter of Alnwick Castle
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